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The Alpine Advisor Manual 
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“This thing looks cool, but what the heck do I do with it?” 
 

When I started sending out the early versions of Alpine Advisor, this was the #1 question I got in response.   

My friends would tell me how nice it looked and were impressed at how much information it included.  But 
they also confessed that they were clueless about what to do with it. 

So here’s what you do: 

Step 1: Open up an account at a discount brokerage. 
It’s possible you’ve already got an account at Fidelity, E*Trade, TD Ameritrade, or somewhere similar.  
Maybe your employer offers something in conjunction with your 401(k).  If not, it’s easy 
to get started. 

Pick the broker that looks and feels right.  Or choose the one that has the best incentives.  

Maybe they’ll give you $500 for opening up an account.  That pays for three years of 
your Alpine Advisor subscription!  For the most part, they each offer the exact same 
things for the exact same prices.   

These brokerages also provide a tremendous amount of information and tools that you 
can use.  Some of these tools are awesome, but a lot of the normal, non-financial people 
that I talk to tend to feel a little overwhelmed by it.  They start to question their 
confidence as to whether they can do it on their own after all. 

Don’t worry, anybody can do it on their own.  The goal of Alpine Advisor is to help you do it right without 
sacrificing or paying too much for that financial independence.   We’re not giving you advice specific to your 
situation, but we are delivering the type of guidance and illustrating the strategies that a lot of RIAs use with 
their actual clients.   

Step 2: Choose a portfolio (or a mix) that’s most appropriate for 
your needs. 
Now, I’m not a Registered Financial Advisor (RIA).  I used to be registered as one with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission for a long time.  I passed all the tests and satisfied all the compliance.  Honestly, you’d 
be terrified at how low they set the bar.   

Since I’m not an RIA it means I cannot give you advice specific to your investment needs.  All of my 
commentary has to be general in nature. 

The good news is that, after working in this capacity for so many years, I’ve discovered that most investors’ 
needs are fairly simple and relatively general.  Everybody is looking for some combination of growth and capital 
preservation.  Some investors are comfortable with more volatility, others less. 

Whether you work with an RIA or invest independently, you will be the one that chooses the level of 
risk that you take with your portfolios.  This is an unbending, existential reality of investing. 
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If you’re just a guy with a job and a 401(k) who’s trying to save for retirement, something in Alpine Advisor 
will probably suit your basic needs with little or no adjustment.  Were you to walk into an RIA’s shop, it’s 
possible he’d put you into a portfolio very similar to one of these – assuming he was a good RIA!  Hopefully 
he’s not just buying you an index fund for basic stock market exposure, because you can easily make a few 
improvements to that from home and avoid his fees. 

If you do feel like your needs are complex, then you really should work with an RIA.  Alpine Advisor is a great 
value for $149/year, but I know a lot of people who feel their RIA offers great value for $10,000/year.  Over 
the years I’ve worked with a few advisors that I trust, some of whom have directly inspired the strategies 
Alpine Advisor actually uses.  If you’d like an introduction, just email me at Jeffrey@CorniceCapital.com. 

I send Alpine Advisor to a lot RIAs as well.  Many use it as a place to get ideas about how they manage their 
own clients’ portfolios.  Alpine Advisor’s portfolios operate well on their own, but they can easily be 
customized to one’s personal or professional preferences.   

Step 3: Follow the Alpine portfolios and buy what they buy when 
they buy it. 
I announce every portfolio change when it happens in real-
time in Base Camp.  But you don’t have to check the site 
every day.  I include a summary of all the adjustments in 
every monthly email report.  I also archive the entire catalog 
of changes on the website.   

If you’re the kind of investor who likes to do your portfolio 
rebalancing once a year, that’s totally fine.  Check in 
whenever it’s that time on the calendar and simply rebalance your personal portfolio to match the latest 
allocations.  These portfolios are all long-term in nature and the core is very slow to change.  Most professional 
investment advisors use a similar core/satellite approach  

I’ve designed and optimized these portfolios in a vacuum.  Each is a completely independent, balanced, and 
diversified machine.  As an example, my entire IRA is invested in a manner very similar to Black Diamond 
Global Growth.  Because it’s my IRA and it’ll be a while before I need it, I want long-term growth and can 
handle a little volatility.  I have another short-term savings account in which I use Green Valley’s strategy. 

If you want to follow the portfolios exactly, that’s fine.  But the beauty of Alpine Advisor is that it gives you 
the freedom to buy the components you need and avoid the ones you don’t.  It’s professional quality guidance 
that can be run entirely on its own or with additional modification and enhancement. 


